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Electrospinning has enabled creation of excellent materials for a great number of applications.
Previously, it was based on less productive capillary spinners. The present study is based on recent
efforts to elevate electrospinning technology to an industrial level by simultaneously provoking
innumerable polymeric jets from a sufficiently large liquid surface to increase productivity.
Particularly, it deals with electrospinning from free surface of conductive liquids and validates a
formulated hypothesis that explains self-organization of jets on one-dimensional free liquid surfaces
in terms of electrohydrodynamic instability of surface waves. Here, it is shown how the hypothesis,
based on a profound analysis of a dispersion law, explains that above a certain critical value of
applied electric field intensity/field strength the system starts to be self-organized in mesocopic scale
due to the mechanism of the “fastest forming instability.” The mechanism plays a key role in
selecting a particular wave with a characteristic wavelength whose amplitude boundlessly grows
faster than the others. The fastest growing stationary wave, according to the hypothesis, marks the
onset of electrospinning from a free liquid surface with its jets originating from the wave crests.
Singularity of this approach lies in predicting critical values of the phenomenon, viz., critical field
strength and corresponding critical interjet distance. The critical field strength, will, thereafter, be
used in defining a unique dimensionless electrospinning number. It will, subsequently, be shown
how the critical interjet distance, i.e., the maximal distance between the neighboring jets, simply
depends on the capillary length. The capillary length represents a latent characteristic spatial scale
of the system. The theory also predicts interjet distance for field strengths above the critical value.
The said prediction is universally applicable for all conductive liquids if it is expressed in terms of
the dimensionless parameters of the interjet distance and the electrospinning number. The theory
also predicts relaxation time, necessary for spontaneous jetting after a high voltage is applied. The
theoretical considerations are eventually compared to that of Zeleny’s, obtained for capillary
electrospinner to demonstrate universality of the approach. Eventually, jetting from free liquid
surface on specially designed linear cleft electrospinner are observed, analyzed, and compared to the
theoretical predictions obtaining satisfactory results. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.2907967兴
INTRODUCTION

Electrospinning, one of the most popular nanotechnologies, has enabled creation of excellent materials for application in tissue engineering,1,2 drug delivery,3,4 wound dressings, filters,5,6 heat, and sound insulators. Previously, it was
based on less productive needle or capillary spinners.7–9 Subsequently, effort was focused in enhancing the productivity
by provoking numerous polymeric jets through needleless
methods, i.e., methods where polymeric jets are spontaneously created from liquid surfaces.10,11
Electrospinning, based on self-organization of nanoscale
fibers from polymeric liquids in high voltage fields, resembles, in some ways, biological processes wherein natural
nanofibers such as cellulose and collagen organize
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themselves.12 Unlike classic spinning technologies, electrospinners are free of complex moving as well as passive mechanical components. Various phenomena, such as jetting, jet
whipping, and drying, originating from electrohydrodynamics, have substituted conventional methodologies that are
used in designing common fiber-spinning machines. Selforganization and drawing of polymeric jets to nanoscale via
electrospinning have, thus, successfully revolutionized spinning technology.
Electrospinning and closely related phenomena of liquids were observed at the beginning of the former century8,13
with apparatuses, as depicted and described in Fig. 1共a兲.
Polymer jets were formed on tips of needles, due to imbalance between capillary and electric forces, i.e., when the applied voltage V exceeded a critical value, jetting of polymer
solution was initiated. The critical voltage Vc 共in kilovolts兲
for a liquid, having a surface tension ␥ in a capillary of
radius r, kept at a distance h from the collector with zero
hydrostatic pressure was estimated by Taylor and Van Dyke7
as
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FIG. 1. Capillary and cleft electrospinners: 共a兲 capillary
electrospinner consists of a needle/capillary 共1兲 that is
connected to a container 共2兲, filled with polymer solution, through a flexible tube. A high voltage source 共3兲
generates electrostatic field in the region between the
needle and a collector 共4兲. Whipping jet 共5兲 transports
the polymer solution from the needle to the disk collector on which nanofibers are collected in layers. The difference in the liquid levels of the container and the
needle rim provides a hydrostatic pressure. 共b兲 In a cleft
electrospinner, the needle is replaced by two metallic
plates 共6兲 of length L, height H, and a cleft of breadth b
between them. The outer width of the cleft is w. Upper
edges of both the plates are serrated as shown in the
magnified upright part 共6兲. Several polymeric jets 共7兲
are created on a free liquid surface when sufficient field
strength is applied.
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In order to widely commercialize electrospinning, effort has
been given either in using multiple capillaries,14 where each
of the capillaries produces a jet or to provoke numerous jets
from a liquid surface. Incidentally, the notion for the later
was primarily brought about by Yarin and Zussman11 under
the phrase of “needleless electrospinning.” Generally, various electric field concentrators accompany needleless electrospinning. Yarin and Zussman applied strong magnetic
field on a magnetic liquid to induce many spikes. The spikes
became field concentrators and led to a huge increase of jet
numbers, and consequently, to the growth of fiber production. Subsequently, another idea, based on an observation
that jets rise up even from free and nearly flat liquid
surfaces10 led to massive production of nanofibres and consequent commercialization of the technology under the brand
name of Nanospider™.15 This technology is not only the first
one to be successful at industrial scale but from the standpoint of its simplicity and its ability to utilize the perfect
balance and symmetry of nature, it seems to have immense
potential in the contemporaneous development of innumerable associated nanotechnologies as well as comprehensive
understanding of some of the yet unknown mysteries of nature. A slowly rotating horizontal cylinder, covered with thin
layer of a polymeric solution, serves here as a field concentrator. Particularly, the relevant physical principle of electrospinning will be investigated here both theoretically and experimentally using a cleft made from metallic plates, as
sketched and described in Fig. 1共b兲. The cleft itself serves
here as a field concentrator and resembles the simplest model
of the process, where jets self-organize on a very narrow,
nearly one-dimensional, free liquid surface, confined between the plates.
Although needleless electrospinning from free liquid
surfaces has evolved as an enormously promising technology
and has even been very recently industrially implemented,
the theoretical description of this phenomenon has not been
formulated yet, as opposed to the relatively well-described
conventional capillary electrospinning, viz., Taylor’s Eq. 共1兲.

The present endeavour initially strives to frame a hypothesis
concerning electrohydrodynamic evolution of jets in collection from a free liquid surface under an external electrostatic
field, and then the governing law of their dispersion is carefully analyzed from the standpoint of the hypothesis. The
main theoretical results 共critical field strength, critical distance between neighboring jets, the dependency of the interjet distance and the dependency of the relaxation time on the
field strength兲 are formulated thereafter. The experimental
part compares theoretical outputs with measured data. It will
also be shown that the theory amazingly predicts even the
critical field strengths obtained for capillary electrospinner.
However, the main thrust will be directed toward the analysis
of experimental data, obtained through cleft electrospinner
and their comparison with theoretical predictions. Finally,
conclusive remarks summarize the work and further applications of the current theoretical approach in the parlance of
electrospinning have been suggested.
THE HYPOTHESIS

Electrohydrodynamics of a liquid surface may conveniently be analyzed with the waves running on an onedimensional approximation of the fluid surface, confined in
an extremely narrow and infinitely deep cleft between two
infinitely long plates that are oriented along the horizontal
axis 共say, x axis兲 of a three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian system. This one-dimensional model is, perhaps, topologically the simplest one for further theoretical as well as
experimental investigation of the present problem. The
wave’s vertical displacement along the z axis is described
using the periodic real part of a complex quantity ,

 = A exp关i共kx − t兲兴.

共2兲

The symbols A, k, , and t stand for the amplitude, wave
number, angular frequency, and the time, respectively. The
liquid in the cleft is subjected to fields of gravitation and
electricity in addition to capillary effects, caused by nonzero
curvature of its surface. The related dispersion law, as will be
subsequently shown in Eq. 共7兲, reveals that square of the
angular frequency 2 depends on the gravitational acceleration g, wave number k, field strength E0, liquid surface tension ␥, and the liquid density . For a particular liquid, the
critical parameter to initiate jetting is the field strength E0.
When E0 exceeds a critical value Ec, the square of the angu-
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lar frequency 2 becomes negative and so,  becomes purely
imaginary. The imaginary angular frequency, defined as q
= Im共兲, then abruptly changes the behavior of the superficial waves that obey the following relation:

 = Aeqt exp共ikx兲.

共3兲

The entity q = Im共兲, then quantitatively delimits apprehension of the angular frequency. It starts to be responsible for
exponential growth of the amplitude since it “migrates” from
the argument of harmonic function to the amplitude part of
the displacement , where it causes the exponential wave
growth. Moreover, the growing waves simultaneously start to
become spatially stationary since the wave described by Eq.
共3兲 has lost its time dependence in the argument of its exponential part. Waves with different wave numbers k at the
stable condition subside as the critical value of the field
strength is attained since the one with maximum growth factor q prevails. It is worth mentioning that the quantity reciprocal to the growing factor q is a relaxation time , i.e., 
= 1 / q. The relaxation time is the time that characterizes the
appearance of the electrospun jets after the electrostatic field
is switched on. More precisely, after the relaxation time ,
the amplitude A, increases e times, where e ⬵ 2.718 is the
basis of natural logarithm. Hence, it follows the hypothesis
that exponential growth of the amplitude characterizes electrohydrodynamic formation of electrospinning jets on free
liquid surfaces. This phenomenon may also be recognized as
self-organization on the basis of the “fastest forming
instability.”16

DISPERSION LAW

The Euler equation, followed by the works of Landau
and Lifshitz,17,18 appropriately brings about the dispersion
law, as will be derived soon. The Euler equation is as follows:



dvជ
+ ⵜp = 0.
dt

共4兲

In the above context, it is noteworthy that the liquid’s movement satisfies a velocity field, vជ = vជ 关x共t兲 , y共t兲 , z共t兲 , t兴, and p
denotes the liquid pressure. Since the analysis of the phenomenon demands some simplification, it is assumed, henceforth, that the conductive liquid is an incompressible one,
i.e.,  is constant, and the amplitude A of the wave is initially
negligibly small, as compared to its wavelength . Since jets
evolve from wave crests; the amplitudes are, at their later
stages of time evolution, at least comparable to their wavelength. This seemingly ostensible contradiction with the
above-formulated assumption will be eventually detailed in
this paper. If a Ⰶ , the liquid flow is a potential one, i.e.,
ⵜ ⫻ vជ = 0 and the time derivative of the velocity dvជ / dt can be
approximated with its partial derivative vជ / t. Since ⵜ ⫻ vជ
= 0, it follows that a scalar velocity potential ⌽ can be introduced, such that vជ = ⵜ⌽. These aspects simplify the Euler
equation into the following form:

冉

ⵜ 

冊

⌽
+ p = 0.
t

共5兲

Equation 共5兲 is further reshaped to be appropriate especially
for the investigation of the liquid surface dynamics. The
pressure p on the liquid surface consists of the components
of hydrostatic pressure ph = g, capillary pressure pc =
−␥共2 / x2兲, and electric pressure pe. The last one appears
due to interaction between induced charges on the liquid surface and the external electric field. The pressure pe is proportional to the square of the field strength on the liquid surface,
i.e., pe = 21 E2, where  is the electric permittivity of the ambient gas. The total field strength E may be derived from two
components of the total electric potential . The first component 0 is the potential of an ideally flat, calm liquid surface. The other one 1 is due to perturbation, caused by tiny
surface waves. These potentials resemble zero and first Fourier components of the total field of a grid of parallel and
i.e.,
0 = −E0z
and
1
equidistant
wires,19
= const exp共−kz兲exp关i共kx − t兲兴. Near the liquid surface, the
total potential  is constant, and for convenience, it was
chosen to be zero, i.e., 1共兲 = −0共兲 = E0. Corresponding
field strengths E0 and E1 are easily calculated from the potentials 0 and 1, using the formula E = −ⵜ. Assuming that
E0 Ⰷ E1, pe can be expressed as pe = 21 E2 ⬵ 21 E20 + E20k.
Thus, taking into account all the previously mentioned
pressure components ph, pc, and pe, whose gradients are nonzero, the boundary condition at the liquid surface reshapes as

冏 冏


⌽
t

z=

+ g − ␥

 2
− E20k = 0.
x2

共6兲

The velocity potential ⌽ on the liquid surface, i.e., for z = 
⬵ 0, and the vertical velocity component vz of the liquid
surface are related as vz =  / t = 兩⌽ / z兩z=0. Also, the term
共x , t兲 / t may be expressed as −iA exp关i共kx − t兲兴. Since,
⌽ quenches with z → −⬁, ⌽共x , z , t兲 is supposed to be of the
form ⌽共x , z , t兲 = B exp共+kz兲exp关i共kx − t兲兴, thus, implying,
兩⌽共x , z , t兲 / z兩z=0 = kB exp关i共kx − t兲兴. It has to be highlighted
that the limit z → −⬁ for quenching ⌽ entails the assumption
of infinite depth of the liquid. From the condition
共x , t兲 / t = 兩⌽共x , z , t兲 / z兩z=0 it follows immediately that B
= −iA / k. Using Eq. 共6兲 along with derived expressions for
⌽ and that for B, a dispersion law for 2 is presented as
k
2 = 共g + ␥k2 − E20k兲 .


共7兲

ANALYSIS OF THE DISPERSION LAW

Positivity of 2 for each value of the wave number k
necessarily ensures stability. So, the liquid surface for subcritical field strength has “running” waves of constant amplitude with different values of k and their corresponding ’s.
However, for field strengths higher than the critical one, the
calculation of k’s, for which 2 is negative and minimal, is
crucial. The criticality sets in at 2 = 0 with simultaneous
condition  / k = 0. Referring Eq. 共7兲, i.e., the dispersion
law, for 2共k兲 = 0, the wave number of a growing wave k
reaches its minimal/critical value when kc = E20 / 2␥. Substi-
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FIG. 2. Relationship between the square of the angular frequency and the
wave number for distilled water: curves 1, 2, and 3 represent relationships
between the square of the angular frequency 2 and the wave number k, for
field strength values, E = Ec = 2.461 945 094⫻ 106 V / m, E = 2.4⫻ 106 V / m,
and E = 2.5⫻ 106 V / m, respectively. Critical wave number is kc = 3.726 77
⫻ 102 m−1 as is evident from curve No. 1. The values of water surface
tension ␥, water density , gravity acceleration g, and electric permittivity 
used for the plot are ␥ = 72⫻ 10−3 N / m,  = 103 kg/ m3, g = 10 m / s2, 
= 8.854⫻ 10−12 m−3 kg−1 s4 A2.

tuting kc for k in Eq. 共7兲 gives the range of the field strength
E0 for stable waves as E40 ⬍ 4␥g / 2. Hence, the critical field
strength Ec for unstable waves is given as
Ec = 冑4␥g/2 .
4

共8兲

From Eq. 共8兲 follows a threshold condition of 21 E2c = ␥a ,
where a = 冑␥ / g is the capillary length, frequently used in
colloid chemistry20 and wetting theory.21 Accordingly, the
threshold condition may be interpreted as the equilibrium of
the pressures due to electric forces 21 E2c and that of the
capillary forces ␥a , following the Young–Laplace equation,
where the role of a mean surface curvature is played by 1 / a.
The capillary length represents the hidden/latent characteristic length scale of needleless electrospinning from free liquid
surfaces. Moreover, it is convenient, as will be shown further
in formulation of the Eq. 共10兲, to define a dimensionless
electrospinning number ⌫ as aE20 / 2␥, which differs from
the one introduced by Shenoy et al.22 Using this definition,
electrospinning is initiated only if ⌫ 艌 1, its critical value
reaches ⌫c = 1. The critical field strength Ec for distilled water,
having
permittivity
of
 = 0 = 8.854
⫻ 10−12 m−3 kg−1 s4 A2 is calculated as Ec = 2.46195
⫻ 106 V / m. Minimal and negative square values of the angular frequency 2 correspond to the maximal growth factors
q’s inherently connected with the self-organization caused by
the mechanism of the fastest forming instability. The minimal value of 2 with respect to k is obtained by solving
d2 / dk = 0, thus, obtaining two solutions k1 and k2, that are
expressed together as
k1,2 =

2E20 ⫾ 冑共2E20兲2 − 12␥g
.
6␥

共9兲

Referring to Fig. 2, minimum of 2 occurs at that value of k,
whichever is greater. Since the average interjet distance is
described in terms of the wavelength  = 2 / k, its depen-

FIG. 3. Dependence of the wavelength  on the critical field strength, Ec.
The  − Ec relationship, according to Eq. 共9兲 is plotted for distilled water
with permittivity  = 8.854⫻ 10−12 m−3 kg−1 s4 A2. Critical field strengths,
according to Zeleny’s observations 共Ref. 8兲 are plotted for capillary radii r
up to r = 0.543 mm with empty circles. They have a standard deviation of
about 2%. For greater capillary radii, Zeleny’s extrapolation, according to
the formula E冑r = 56.9⫻ 30 000 V m−1/2, is used to plot the point with bold
circles. The comparison is based on the relationship  ⬇ 2r. All experimental
data are plotted for distilled water with surface tension ␥ of 72 mN/ m,
negligibly small hydrostatic pressure and ambient temperature close to
22 ° C.

dency on E0, as sketched in Fig. 3, is governed by the relation  = 12␥ / 关2E20 + 冑共2E20兲2 − 12␥g兴. This can be more
comprehensively expressed using the capillary length a and
the previously introduced electrospinning number ⌫ as 
= 3a / 共⌫ + 冑⌫2 − 3 / 4兲. Therefore, the critical wavelength of
c = 2 / kc = 2a may directly and easily be expressed with
the capillary length a. For distilled water holds c
= 1.685 96⫻ 10−2 m. The relation between dimensionless intrajet distance ⌳ =  / a and ⌫ given below
⌳=

3

⌫ + 冑⌫2 − 3/4

共10兲

is universal for needleless electrospinning of all conductive
liquids and is used here to draw the graph in Fig. 4. The
critical value of the dimensionless intra-jet distance is ⌳c
= 2.
To derive the relationship between the relaxation time 
and the electrospinning number ⌫, it is convenient to start
with the dimensionless wave number K = 2 / ⌳ = ak that belongs to the fastest growing wave. Both the dimensionless
wave number K and the dimensionless wavelength ⌳ are
only functions of the electrospinning number, as evident
from Eq. 共10兲. The dispersion law 共7兲, when expressed with
K and ⌫, takes the form of 2 = ag K共1 − 2K⌫ + K2兲. The term
1 − 2K⌫ + K2 from the right hand side of the relation can be
rewritten as 32 共1 − K⌫兲 using the definition of K. Thus,  may
be represented as  = 1 / Im共兲 = 冑a / g冑3 / 2K共K⌫ − 1兲. The
quantity 冑a / g represents a characteristic time scale of the
system and, hence, a relation between dimensionless relaxation time T =  / 冑a / g and electrospinning number ⌫ can be
expressed as comprehensively as
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FIG. 4. Universal curve showing dependency of the dimensionless wavelength ⌳ on the electrospinning number ⌫: three series of experimental data,
distinguished here using various symbols, were obtained using measurements carried out with linear clefts using polyvinyl-alcohol solutions.
Circles belong to the distance between the upper edge of the cleft and
collector 70⫾ 3 mm, the distance 80⫾ 3 mm is assigned to squares and,
ultimately, triangles represent the distance 90⫾ 3 mm. Standard deviations
of ⌳ are in the interval from 0.8 up to 2. The solid, continuous line is plotted
according to Eq. 共9兲 for ␥ = 0.48 mN/ m,  = 8.854⫻ 10−12 m−3 kg−1 s4 A2
and solution density  = 879.5 kg m−3 ⫾ 0.5 kg m−3, i.e., a = 0.002 34 m.

T=

冑

3
.
2K共K⌫ − 1兲

共11兲

The dependence of T on ⌫ is plotted in Fig. 5. This relationship is universal for all conductive liquids and holds for ⌫
艌 1. The characteristic time scale 冑a / g is of the order of
time during which a body travels through a distance, equivalent to the capillary length a after it is released and to have a
free fall under gravity.
EXPERIMENTAL

Apparently, now it seems that there exist two parallel
theories explaining an onset of electrospinning: Taylor’s for
capillary spinners and the one framed here for electrospinning from free liquid surfaces. On the contrary, electrospinning as a phenomenon exists in its unity, independently on

any theoretical tool used for its investigation and description.
Presently keeping this aspect in mind, the critical field
strength for electrospinning from free liquid surface Ec is
first compared to Ec’s for distilled water jets from capillaries
of various radii r, measured by Zeleny,8 shown in Fig. 3. In
his experiments, Zeleny applied no hydrostatic pressure to
the liquid in the capillary, thus, meeting a system of assumptions in the present case. It is assumed for this moment that
electrospinning from a needle/capillary in conventional electrospinners may occur only under the condition that the
needle diameter 2r is equal to the wavelength of the fastest
growing wave, predicted by the newly introduced theory of
free liquid surface electrospinning. Critical field strengths,
according to Zeleny’s observations, are plotted for capillary
radii r up to 2r = 1.086 mm. For greater capillary radii, Zeleny’s extrapolation is used according to the formula E冑r
= 56.9⫻ 30 000 V m−1/2.8 Critical field strength values predicted by the present theory and Zeleny’s experimental data
set are quite comparable. Therefore, the theory in question
and the above assumption that the critical field strength value
Ec allows the creation of surface wave whose wavelength ,
predicted using the above mentioned formula 
= 12␥ / 关2E2c + 冑共2E2c 兲2 − 12␥g兴, is equal to the capillary
diameter 2r, are positively confirmed.
In Fig. 4, dimensionless wavelength ⌳ versus electrospinning number ⌫ is plotted with experimental data, obtained from linear clefts where aqueous solutions of polyvinyl alcohol were spun. Polyvinyl alcohol, Sloviol-R were
purchased from Novacke chemicke zavody, Novaky, Slovakia, with predominant molecular weight 60 000 g / mol, having the viscosity of 10.4 mPa s for 4% aqueous solution.
Fresh 8% solutions were prepared by dissolving the Polyvinyl alcohol in distilled water. For the stabilizing the solutions’ surface tension, 2% 共v / v兲 butyl alcohol was added.
Surface tension ␥ of the solution was 48 mN/ m. The temperature during the observations was 21⫾ 2 ° C and the relative moisture was 共73⫾ 2兲%. The solution density  was
879.5⫾ 0.5 kg m−3.
Electrospinning of free liquid surface was carried out
with stainless steel linear cleft, having outer length L
= 70.46⫾ 0.07 mm, inner length of 60.03⫾ 0.03, height H
= 20.08⫾ 0.02 mm, breadth b = 0.30⫾ 0.2 mm, and outer

FIG. 5. Universal curve showing dependency of dimensionless relaxation time T on the electrospinning number ⌫.
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while the cleft was grounded. Linear clefts were supplied
with polymeric solution at volume rate of 6 – 15 ml/ h using
linear pump or with hydrostatic pressures corresponding to
15– 55 cm of water column. Field strengths in Fig. 4 were
calculated from voltage values assuming a linear relationship
between them for particular spinner geometry representing
particular distance between the cleft and the collector. The
proportionality constant was determined from the critical
voltage, i.e., the lowest voltage for which jets appear, and
from the critical field strength value predicted by Eq. 共8兲.
The dependence of the dimensionless wavelength on the
electrospinning number, viz., Fig. 4, from the theoretical prediction is qualitatively similar to that obtained from experiments. Standard deviations of experimental data, i.e., of ⌳,
are, however, large as compared to corresponding average
values since the system is enormously sensitive to a large
number of parameters, such as surface tension and concentration fluctuations, mutual adjustment of the position of the
cleft and collector, feeding rate of the cleft with the polymer
solution, and curvature of the liquid surface in the cleft.
CONCLUSION

FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Linear clefts emit polymeric jets. Clefts in 共a兲 and 共b兲
emit polymeric 共polyvinyl alcohol兲 jets at the voltages, 32 and 43 kV, respectively. The interjet distance/wavelength is . The distance between the
cleft and the collector was adjusted at 80⫾ 2 mm.

width w = 2.87⫾ 0.02 mm. Upper edges of both the plates
were serrated. The serrations hinder spilling of the polymeric
solution from the cleft to a certain extent. Distance d between neighboring teeth was 1.68⫾ 0.02 mm and their
height was 2.03⫾ .003 mm. These sawlike patterns do not
serve as main field concentration points since liquid surfaces
before electrospinning onsets were as a rule above them. One
has to admit, on the other hand, there is a weak but not strict
correlation between sawlike structure of the cleft and jet positions that can gently influence measurements. The process
run quite similarly with completely smooth cleft upper edges
but liquid spilling was not under control. The clefts were
designed and precisely manufactured by Vanicek, Smrzovka,
Czech Republic. The clefts, emitting polymeric 共polyvinyl
alcohol兲 jets at the voltages of 32 and 43 kV, are portrayed in
Fig. 6. The circular metallic collector had diameter of
149.9⫾ 0.1 mm. The distance between the cleft and the collector was kept at distances of 70– 90 mm. The distance was
constant for each series of experiments. Specifications of the
high voltage source used were 300 W high voltage dc power
supply with regulators; model number PS/ER50N06.0-22;
manufactured by Glassman High Voltage, Inc.; output parameters of 0 – 50 kV, 6 mA. The collector of the setup was
connected to the negative pole of the high voltage source

The present one-dimensional electrohydrodynamic
theory of electrospinning from free surfaces of conductive
liquids seems to complement the existing analysis of capillary electrospinning23 introduced by Taylor. While Taylor7
mainly concerned geometry of a liquid cone and critical voltage in the context of electric and capillary pressures acting
there at equilibrium, this one adds a more generalized approach toward studying dynamics of surface waves. This approach leads to the discovery of the pair of electrospinning
fundamental parameters, such as capillary length a and characteristic time scale 冑a / g. Also, a set of three inherent dimensionless quantities is defined. These are electrospinning
number ⌫, dimensionless wavelength ⌳, and dimensionless
relaxation time T, which efficiently characterize the process.
Using those five tools 共parameters and dimensionless quantities兲, the theoretical description of electrospinning is extremely comprehensive. The criticality appears for universal
value of the electrospinning number ⌫c = 1. The dimensionless wavelength in criticality is also universal for all conductive liquids ⌳c = 2. The theory is able to describe the dimensionless interjet distance ⌳, even for electrospinning
numbers ⌫ above the critical value ⌫c, by the universal relationship 共10兲. Moreover, this approach reveals the universal
relationship between the dimensionless relaxation time T and
electrospinning number ⌫, viz., Eq. 共11兲. The introduced
theory is surprisingly powerful not only for electrospinning
from free liquid surfaces, viz., Fig. 4, but also for the capillary process, as is shown on Fig. 3. From the curves in Fig.
3, it is evident that as the radius of the capillary increases,
deviation of the diameter 2r from the wavelength  increases. It is probably because of the fact that with the increment of capillary diameter interference of multidirectional
waves 共as degree of freedom increases兲 has more prominent
effect. In cleft spinner since the waves are mostly unidirectional, such concept of superposition seems to be redundant.
The authors aimed at bringing about the simplest de-
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scription of electrospinning from free liquid surfaces, based
on the classic dispersion law. Remarkably, the dispersion law
has been derived under the strongly simplified assumptions.
Among them, the premise that “the amplitude a of the wave
is initially negligibly small, as compared to its wavelength
,” is the most provoking one since electrospinning jets are,
according to the hypothesis, created from crests of the exponentially growing wave. These apparently contradictory remarks may be apprehended in the context of fastest forming
instability of the system’s self-organization. It may be considered that the temporal growth of the instability is too
quick; hence, it keeps its characteristic wavelength even in
its evolution stages that are far from conditions under which
the instability is initiated. It is relevant to underline here that
the analysis of the well-known Rayleigh instability of the
spontaneous detachment of liquid films on cylindrical bodies
into regular isolated droplets is based on a quite similar assumption.
Eventually, it is worth mentioning that the strong correlation between field strength and number density of jets unveils the scope of engineering spinner geometry and liquid
properties for developing newer nanoscale fibrous materials
and electrospinning technologies. This theory has a wider
scope of development regarding thickness of the liquid layer
from which electrospinning operates, introduction of viscosity and connected nonlinearities, and also interactions of
waves on two-dimensional liquid surfaces.24 It may appropriately be pointed out that even the present one-dimensional
model of electrospinning is not entirely free from interference between two fastest forming waves. These waves may
also have opposite directed motions just before the criticality
is reached. Constructive wave interference that has been neglected in the work, intuitively leads to a decrease of critical
voltages and, hence, it increases the local field strength values in the vicinity of interfered wave crests that may have
bigger amplitude than the original ones.
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